[1] Time scales derived from annular mode (AM) variability provide dynamical insight into stratosphere-troposphere coupling and are linked to the strength of AM responses to climate forcings. AM time scales reflect decorrelation times of geopotential height in the stratosphere and troposphere. But geopotential height involves a vertical integral via the hypsometric equation, and this makes ambiguous some aspects of the dependence of the time scales on vertical level. In this study, a method for decomposing AM variability into contributions from surface pressure and from temperature is presented that is based on a linearization of the hypsometric equation. The decomposition is then used to interpret stratosphere-troposphere coupling events and the seasonal variation of AM time scales in reanalysis products and in two versions of a general circulation model that have distinctly different stratospheric representation. Surface pressure variations best account for tropospheric AM variability and stratospheric temperature variations best account for stratospheric AM variability during coupling events. But AM time scales are not so readily separated because they involve strong coupling between the surface pressure and stratospheric temperature variations: the pressure-temperature cross-correlation functions are small in magnitude but highly persistent and thus provide significant sources of AM persistence. These empirical results provide a basis for further theoretical analysis on the origins of zonal mean stratosphere-troposphere coupling.
Introduction
[2] The Northern and Southern Annular Modes (NAM, SAM) are the dominant pattern of variability in the extratropical circulation of each respective hemisphere Wallace, 1998, 2000] . During the active seasons of the stratosphere, the annular modes (AM) exhibit vertically coherent patterns extending from the surface to the stratosphere [Thompson and Wallace, 2000; Baldwin and Dunkerton, 1999] . This vertical coherence suggests coupling between the stratospheric and tropospheric circulation. This suggestion is further reinforced when we look at the time evolving behavior of the AMs during the active season. NAM anomalies that originate in the mid to upper stratosphere propagate downwards relatively slowly towards the lower stratosphere over 1-2 weeks. Once such anomalies reach the lower stratosphere, they rapidly descend throughout the entire troposphere [Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001] (and Figure 4a, top) . While the stratospheric AM is more persistent than the tropospheric AM for both radiative and dynamical reasons [Charlton-Perez and O'Neill, 2010; Limpasuvan et al., 2005] , the stratosphere-troposphere AM events described above give a qualitative impression that the relatively long time scale of persistence in the stratosphere can be temporarily transferred to the troposphere. Such an impression is reinforced by the seasonal evolution of the autocorrelation time scales for the AMs: the tropospheric AM is most persistent when the stratosphere itself is most persistent and active [Baldwin et al., 2003] (and Figures 6a and 8a) .
[3] Despite the strong visual impression and diagnostic indications of AM coupling, the dynamics of such coupling remain poorly understood. A theory of this coupling would need to account for the distinctive dynamics of the stratospheric and tropospheric components of the AMs. In the stratosphere, AM variability reflects variations in the strength of the polar vortex that are strongly coupled to vertical fluxes of wave activity (eddy meridional heat fluxes [Polvani and Waugh, 2004; Newman et al., 2001; Hu and Tung, 2002] ). Tropospheric AM variability is more complex but can be most simply described as reflecting poleward and equatorward intensification of the jet that is coupled to meridional fluxes of wave activity (eddy momentum or vorticity fluxes Hartmann, 2001, 2003] ). These distinctive dynamics are captured separately by the Holton and Mass [1976] model of stratospheric polar vortex variability and the Vallis et al. [2004] barotropic model of tropospheric jet variability. But there is as yet no simple theory or simplified model that couples the two dynamics [Kushner, 2010] . Thus there is no simple theory for what sets the AM time scales.
[4] Currently the most reduced mechanistic model for stratosphere-troposphere coupling is found in primitive equation general circulation models (GCMs) with simplified physics. With these models it is nontrivial to find stratospheretroposphere coupling regimes [Gerber and Polvani, 2009] and the time scales of AM persistence in these models are highly nonrobust [Gerber et al., 2008b; Chan and Plumb, 2009] . For current comprehensive general circulation models, Gerber and others have used the autocorrelation time scale as a metric to test the realism of climate models [Kidston and Gerber, 2010; Gerber et al., 2008a Gerber et al., , 2008b Gerber et al., , 2010 Shaw and Perlwitz, 2010] . Typically, even comprehensive GCMs with relatively coarse resolution in the stratosphere capture some of the main observed features of AM time scale structure in the troposphere and stratosphere. But tropospheric AMs tend to be too persistent, and the seasonal peak in persistence in the troposphere too broad and delayed relative to observations. Gerber et al. [2010] further show that the peak in persistence is also delayed in the stratosphere in general circulation models with good stratospheric representation. Work on understanding these problems, which have implications for seasonal prediction and the circulation response to climate change, is ongoing.
[5] In this study we present a diagnostic approach intended to describe more clearly the nature of AM stratospheretroposphere coupling events and the related issue of AM time scales. We do not seek to prove a specific hypothesis about stratosphere-troposphere AM coupling, but instead make the point that our diagnostic picture of this coupling needs improvement before developing the theory further. In particular, we explore an elementary idea suggested by the simple mechanistic models of Holton and Mass [1976] and Vallis et al. [2004] . The Holton-Mass model in its simplest form is a prognostic model for the stratospheric zonal wind, which can be represented by stratospheric temperature. The Vallis et al. model is a prognostic model for the barotropic stream function, which can be represented by surface pressure. The mechanistic models suggest that these two fields are, to some extent, dynamically separate, but observations suggest that they couple under some conditions. With this viewpoint in mind, we present an elementary method for explicitly decomposing AM variability into contributions from surface pressure and from temperature fields, based on a linearization of the geopotential height integral. The decomposition helps to separate stratospheric and tropospheric AM variability when applied to AM stratospheretroposphere coupling events (hinted at by Siegmund [2005] ) and highlights the role of coupling between surface pressure and temperature signals in determining AM time scales. The use of surface pressure and temperature as proxies for stratospheric and tropospheric AM variability has the advantage that they are easily understood variables. This approach is complementary to that of McDaniel and Black [2005] , who examine AM variability by reconstructing potential vorticity fields from dynamic variables. We propose that the decomposition presented here might serve as a starting point for future analysis, emphasizing for example the coherence of the different components of the Eliassen-Palm flux with the different terms in the decomposition.
[6] In section 2 we describe the data used, the geopotential height decomposition, and some technical aspects of the EOF methods used. In section 3 we apply this decomposition to observed data and to output from two general circulation models that have distinctly different stratospheric representation. We examine AM stratosphere-troposphere coupling events and persistence time scales, discuss the connections between this decomposition and eddy mean flow interactions, and attribute difference sources of persistence. Finally, in section 4 we summarize our conclusions.
Methods

Observed Data and Model Output
[7] We analyze extratropical circulation statistics for observational data from reanalysis products as well as general circulation model output. The observational data used is from the NCEP and ERA-40 reanalysis products [Kalnay et al., 1996; Uppala et al., 2005] [8] Observations are compared to output from two configurations of the Canadian Middle Atmosphere Model (CMAM) ; the simulations are described and analyzed by Sigmond et al. [2008] , Shaw et al. [2009] , Shaw and Perlwitz [2010] , and Sigmond and Scinocca [2010] . The models are distinguished by their stratospheric representation. The first model, "CMAM HIGH", has 71 vertical levels with a lid at 0.0006 hPa (approximately 100 km). The second model, "CMAM LOWERED", has 41 levels with a lid at 10 hPa (approximately 16 km); CMAM LOWERED levels correspond to CMAM HIGH levels below 10 hPa. The models, which are otherwise configured to be as similar as possible, are designed to systematically test the effects of stratospheric representation on stratosphere-troposphere coupling in intraseasonal and climate variability. An important detail of both CMAM models is that parametrized gravity wave momentum is deposited in the uppermost model layer, thereby conserving momentum in the vertical direction. This constraint results in a physically consistent momentum budget in both models, and a more realistic model climatology in the CMAM LOWERED model compared to one in which the momentum constraint is violated [Shaw et al., 2009] . Shaw and Perlwitz [2010] have investigated AM variability and time scales in these simulations during Northern Hemisphere winter, and we wish to see what further insights can be gained from the applying the diagnostics developed here to them. We use the control integrations of Sigmond et al. [2008] , which are run with climatological SSTs and timeindependent radiative forcing. Forty years of output are available for this analysis.
Geopotential Height Decomposition
[9] For a hydrostatically balanced dry ideal gas, geopotential height may be calculated as a function of time t, pressure p, and horizontal position x, according to the hypsometric equation
where p s is the pressure at the surface, R is the specific gas constant and g is the gravitational constant. We denote the functional dependence of geopotential height on the temperature and surface pressure fields with the notation Z{T, p s }. Expanding T and p s in equation (1) into a climatological mean indicated by an overbar and an anomaly indicated with a d,
we find
In this expression, dZ is nonlinear in the anomalies dT and dp s . The climatological state in the above expression can be any climatology, but for concreteness, we suppose it to be a daily climatology of zonal mean quantities. Thus, the anomalies represent daily departures of the zonal mean from the climatological zonal mean state. We note that the first and third terms are independent of pressure level p and thus represent surface contributions. To leading order in the anomalies, we have
where dZ L is the linearization of dZ; the contribution to dZ L from temperature anomalies is
and the contribution to dZ L from surface pressure anomalies is
Thus, the linearization decomposes geopotential height anomalies into a pressure dependent term dZ T that involves an integration over temperature anomalies and a pressure independent term dZ p s that is proportional to the fractional surface pressure variation. The higher order terms that are neglected in the linearization are second order in the amplitude of the anomalies, and include, among other terms, cross terms between the surface pressure and temperature. We expect this linearization to be accurate as long as the anomalies are relatively small compared to their climatological values and as long as the correlations between temperature and surface pressure remain small.
[10] The example in Figure 1 illustrates the contributions of the two components and the validity of the approximation. In Figure 1 and the remainder of the study, we will use zonal mean fields for geopotential calculations. Thus we first calculate the zonal mean of dT and dp s and input these into the calculation of dZ L in equations (2)- (4) (2)-(4) using zonal mean temperature and surface pressure, multiplied by 100 in Figure 1 (top) and by 20 in Figure 1 (middle and bottom). The solid red curve shows the temperature contribution dZ T and the blue curve shows the surface pressure contribution dZ p s , which is independent of pressure level.
compares the linearization dZ L to the unapproximated zonal mean geopotential anomaly dZ, and includes the temperature contribution dZ T and the surface pressure contribution dZ p s .
[11] The key points of this example are that the linearization is accurate to within about 5%, with the agreement improving with altitude, and that the temperature contribution is dominant in the stratosphere ( [12] The behavior illustrated in Figure 1 holds more broadly, as illustrated in Figure 2 . The black curves in Figure 2a represent the variance explained by the estimate. In particular, at each latitude, we calculate the temporal correlation of dZ and dZ L and square the result; this represents the fraction of variance explained by the estimate at this latitude. The areal mean of the result over latitude, with cosine-oflatitude weighting, is calculated separately for each hemisphere and plotted as a function of pressure in Figure 2a . Conclusions based on this and subsequent calculations in this section are insensitive to the cosine-of-latitude weighting and to whether the tropical latitudes are included or excluded. We aim here to be consistent with calculations of the annular modes by Baldwin and Thompson [2009] , which also include the tropics. Note that the linear estimate accounts for almost all the variance in each hemisphere. The colored curves in Figure 2a represent the relative role of the two terms in the linearization. In particular, equations (2)
where "var" and "cov" indicate variance and covariance. We calculate these terms at each latitude and pressure level and plot in Figure 2a the area-weighted mean (indicated with square brackets [·]) of the following three quantities,
! as a function of pressure level in red, green, and blue, respectively.
[13] The surface pressure term dZ p s (blue curves) dominates below 400 hPa and the temperature term dZ T (red curves) dominates above 300 hPa. The two terms are relatively decoupled: the covariance between the surface pressure and temperature contributions (green curves) is relatively small, representing typically less than 5% and at most 10% of the variance. We will return to the issue of the coupling of these terms in section 3.2.
[14] We can show that the temperature term dZ T in the stratosphere is most sensitive to stratospheric (local) temperature fluctuations, even though it is a vertical integral from the earth's surface. From equation (3),
where the contributions to dZ T from the lower-level and upper-level contributions to the integral, using log pressure as a variable of integration, are
Td ln p′; and
In Figure 2b we plot the three terms
! as a function of pressure level in red, green, and blue, respectively. In the troposphere, dZ T,l and dZ T,u contribute comparably and there is substantial covariance between the two. In fact, the fractional variances of the three terms listed above are approximately 0.25, 0.5 and 0.25, respectively, which are the values obtained for constant temperature anomalies, suggesting that the tropospheric parts of the curve may represent barotropic variability. On the other hand, above 100 hPa, when the lower boundary of the upper integration layer is above 300 hPa, the upper and lower contributions, dZ T,l and dZ T,u become uncoupled. This feature shows that it is stratospheric temperature fluctuations that account for stratospheric dZ T fluctuations.
[15] We summarize the main points arising from the decomposition: (1) the linearization of the geopotential represents an excellent approximation, (2) the surface pres- sure and temperature contributions are weakly coupled with the surface pressure term dominating in the lower troposphere and the temperature term dominating the upper troposphere and stratosphere, and (3) the temperature contribution in the stratosphere reflects stratospheric temperature variability.
[16] We define the SAM and NAM from dZ and dZ L separately in each hemisphere. As calculated by Baldwin and Thompson [2009] , the AMs are defined based on the zonal mean geopotential anomalies from daily data. The AM EOF pattern, denoted e along the lines of the notation of Baldwin and Thompson [2009] , is the leading EOF at a given pressure level and in a given hemisphere. The principal component (PC) time series is extracted by the usual regression formula; for example, using the Baldwin and Thompson [2009] style of matrix notation, the PC time series for the AM for geopotential anomalies at each pressure level is
where dZ is the matrix form of the gridded geopotential field and W is a matrix which describes the spatial weighting applied to the original data set. The EOF e is dimensioned [m × 1], the weighting matrix W is dimensioned [m × m], and dZ is dimensioned [n × m], where n is the number of time points and m is the number of latitude points. All EOF calculations discussed in this paper are weighted by the horizontal area of the grid box. In this notation, using equations (2)- (4), we have the PC time series for the linearized geopotential at each pressure level and hemisphere:
where e L is the AM for the linearized geopotential,
[17] Note that the term y p s varies between pressure levels since the meridional structure of the AM e L varies somewhat between pressure levels. However, the dependence of the AM's meridional structure on p is weak in the troposphere (see Figure 3) implying that y p s variability is dominated by the p-independent term dZ p s . Thus y p s is only weakly pressure dependent. For example, we find that the correlation between y p s at 1000 hPa and all levels with p > 70 is more than 0.99.
[18] As expected from the similarity of dZ and its linear approximation dZ L , the AMs based on dZ or on dZ L are very similar. This is made clear in Figure 3 which plots the normalized EOF structures, e and e L and their difference, e − e L for both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. In both hemispheres, the differences are largest near the surface, consistent with the anomaly differences shown in Figure 1 . For the remainder of the paper we will present results using the linearized approximation only.
Results
[19] The analysis in the preceding section applies to anomalies of the geopotential height field in general. In this section we apply the decomposition and properties of the decomposition discussed there to an analysis of AM variability, including both stratosphere-troposphere coupling events and AM decorrelation time scales. [21] Figure 4a shows the composites for NCEP data. Similar to the weak vortex composites shown by Baldwin and Dunkerton [2001] , negative NAM anomalies originate above 10 hPa, propagate downward relatively slowly in the stratosphere, and then appear to descend rapidly through the troposphere. The second and third panels of Figure 4a show that as for the geopotential anomalies themselves, the time series of the temperature component is the dominant term determining the event composite in the stratosphere, while in the troposphere, the surface pressure time series is the dominate term determining the composite. That the surface pressure time series dominates the AM index even away from the surface up to about 300 hPa is the reason the downward phase propagation of NAM anomalies in the troposphere appears instantaneous. The surface pressure contribution is highly vertically coherent (see the discussion concerning equation (9)), and it is only in the upper troposphere and above that the integrated effect of the temperature anomalies via the y T term begin to significantly alter the AM index, thereby destroying the vertical coherence. To further emphasize this point, we have redone these composite plots using a NAM index based on geopotential height averaged over the polar cap bounded by 60 degrees latitude (figures not shown). Baldwin and Thompson [2009] have shown that the polar cap geopotential is highly correlated with the NAM and so serves as an excellent proxy for the AM time series. We linearize the polar cap geopotential and decompose it into its surface pressure and temperature contributions, analogous to equations (2)-(4), and divide each contribution by the standard deviation of the linearized polar cap geopotential at each level. In this case, the surface pressure contribution is perfectly correlated at each level by construction, since all meridional dependence has been averaged out, and the temperature contribution is required to alter the vertical coherence of the NAM signals. Weak vortex composites based on this procedure lead to a near-replica of Figure 4 (not shown).
[22] The tropospheric anomaly observed in the surface pressure component extends for a duration of 40-50 days which is roughly consistent with calculations of NAM time scales during DJF (see Figure 6a , bottom). Results for strong vortex events (not shown) are similar to the weak events, with a somewhat slower rate of downward propagation observed for the pattern. We estimate the time of descent from 10 hPa to 100 hPa is about 7-8 days for weak vortex events and about a week longer for strong vortex events. This difference in evolution is consistent with results by Limpasuvan et al. [2005] , who compare stratospheric sudden warmings with vortex intensification events. Results for ERA-40 (Figure 4b ) are very similar to NCEP. Turning to the analysis of the model output shown in Figures 4c and 4d , the CMAM results appear realistic in the stratosphere (and hence in the temperature component of the height anomalies), but there are notable differences in the troposphere, as noted by Shaw and Perlwitz [2010] , that can be attributed to contributions of the surface pressure to the composites. In particular, for the CMAM LOWERED model configuration, the pressure anomaly extends longer than observed, while for the CMAM HIGH model configuration, there is a large delay before the pressure anomaly appears. In addition, in both simulations there are positive AM signatures, arising both from warm temperature and positive surface pressure contributions, in the troposphere prior to the stratospheric event at day 0. While suggestions of such positive AM events seem to be present in the observations (Figures 4a  and 4b) , they appear somewhat larger in the models (Figures 4c and 4d) .
[23] The literature discussed in section 1 suggests that stratospheric and tropospheric AM variability are controlled by distinct contributions to the Eliassen Palm (EP) flux: stratospheric AM variability is primarily associated with variability in the vertical EP flux (eddy heat flux component), while tropospheric AM variability involves strong control by the horizontal EP flux (eddy momentum flux component) [Hu and Tung, 2002; Hartmann, 2001, 2003; Newman et al., 2001; Polvani and Waugh, 2004; Kushner, 2010] . Specifically, the vertical component of the EP flux at 100 hPa is well correlated with the stratospheric NAM, when integrated over time scales near 40 days [Polvani and Waugh, 2004] . This behavior is captured in Figure 5a by the lag correlation of the average (cumulative) heat flux at various time scales with the temperature component of the NAM, y T (10 hPa). As expected, the temperature component of the stratospheric NAM is only weakly correlated with the momentum flux (not shown). The horizontal component of the EP flux at 250 hPa is also well correlated with the tropospheric NAM over 1-2 week time scales. This behavior is captured by the lag correlation of the average (cumulative) momentum flux with the surface pressure component y p s (Figure 5b ). The meridional eddy heat flux at 250 hPa displays a similar, though weaker, correlation structure with the tropospheric NAM, y p s (Figure 5c ). Because y p s explains the tropospheric component of the NAM, these correlations are consistent with the established picture of upward and equatorward propagation of baroclinic wave activity coherent with the NAM at high latitudes [Limpasuvan and Hartmann, 2000; Lorenz and Hartmann, 2003 ]. The Vallis et al. model, which represents vertical baroclinic wave activity fluxes as a flow-independent stochastic stirring, shows that NAM variability can be obtained only with coupling between the horizontal wave activity flux and the jet, and without explicit coupling between the vertical wave activity flux and the jet. But the situation in nature is more complex because the vertical component of the wave activity flux is significantly coupled to the jet as well, though more weakly than the horizontal component [Lorenz and Hartmann, 2003] ; the importance of this coupling and its control on the NAM time scale is not known.
AM Time Scales
[24] Having examined the distinctive contribution of surface pressure and temperature anomalies to stratospheretroposphere coupling events like those shown in Figure 4 , we now turn to an analysis of the AM time scales. Figure 6 , which represents our principal result, shows the seasonal dependence of the time scale of the NAM for the NCEP Reanalysis and different ways of decomposing its sources. Figures 6a-6c plot the time scale t for y L , y T and y p s as a function of climatological month and pressure level, analogous to results shown by Baldwin et al. [2003] ; Gerber et al. [2008a Gerber et al. [ , 2008b ; we denote these quantities t(y L ), t(y T ) and t(y p s ). The method used to calculate the time scale t is based on code by E. P. Gerber and is documented in detail in Appendix A. Figures 6d-6f plot another set of time scale calculations which will be described below.
[25] Figure 6a shows the increased persistence of the NAM time scale during winter that Baldwin et al. [2003] attribute to stratosphere-troposphere coupling. Nearly identical results are obtained when we use the NAM time series y, based on the nonlinear geopotential anomalies, instead of the linearization y L (not shown). The time scales for the terms in the decomposition, t(y T ) and t(y p s ) provide diagnostic insight into the nature of this enhanced persistence. At first glance, the seasonal cycle of the NAM time scale t(y L ) in the stratosphere can be attributed to the stratospheric t(y T ), and the seasonal cycle of t(y L ) in the lower troposphere can be attributed to t(y p s ). But this attribution requires further analysis, because the time scales of the NAM are not simply additive in the time scales of the components. For example, the near surface t(y T ) is relatively long and is at a minimum in winter, which shows opposite seasonality to the NAM. Furthermore, the stratospheric t(y p s ) in DJF at 50 hPa is about 12 days, but t(y T ) is about 28 days in this period, which is only slightly shorter than the NAM time scale t(y L ) there.
[26] To more precisely attribute the time scales of the NAM to the surface pressure and temperature contributions, we develop a time scale estimation procedure based on work by Baldwin et al. [2003] and Gerber et al. [2008a Gerber et al. [ , 2008b , which we extend to account for cross correlations between different contributions to the NAM time scale. As detailed in Appendix A, the procedure involves estimating an effective time scale for y L that is consistent with the time scales of y T , y p s and their cross correlations. The seasonal and pressure dependence of this time scale is shown in Figure 6d and the difference between this estimate and the original t(y L ) is shown in Figure 6e . The largest errors in the reconstruction result from fitting the cross-correlation time scale to an exponential when it is close to zero during stratospherically inactive seasons. The reconstructed time scale is able to capture the basic features of the original calculation, including the enhanced persistence in the troposphere and stratosphere in wintertime.
[27] The calculation of the estimated time scale is sensitive in an intriguing way to the cross correlations between y T and y p s . In the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere in winter, the terms y T and y p s are weakly correlated but these correlations decay very slowly, on a time scale of about 100 days in DJF (see Figure A1 , which is described in Appendix A). Figure 6f , which plots t(y L ) in Figure 6a minus calculated with the cross correlations set to zero (see Appendix A), shows the impact of the cross correlations (we use t(y L ) when calculating this difference in order to minimize the error associated with fitting the crosscorrelation time scale to an exponential). The cross correlations are associated with enhanced persistence of the NAM, by as much as 10 days, in the lower stratosphere and upper troposphere from September to March. We have checked the robustness of these calculations for the ERA-40 data set and find very similar results (not shown).
[28] In summary, we find that the enhanced NAM time scale in the stratosphere is linked to local stratospheric temperature variations and in the troposphere is linked to local surface pressure fluctuations, but that in the lower stratosphere and upper troposphere much of the persistence is enhanced by fairly weak but highly persistent cross correlations between these quantities. [29] Repeating the NAM time scale calculations for the CMAM suggests where sources of bias might lie in these models. For CMAM LOWERED (Figure 7a ), unrealistically long persistence time scales are found in winter in the NAM time scale (as documented by Shaw and Perlwitz [2010] ); these are associated with long time scales in surface pressure ( Figure 7c ) and especially in the cross correlations (compare Figure 7d with Figure 6f ). For CMAM HIGH (Figure 7e) , there is unrealistic enhanced persistence found in fall and spring and weak winter persistence in the troposphere [Shaw and Perlwitz, 2010] . These biases are associated with unrealistic tropospheric temperature persistence in fall (Figure 7f ) and, especially, unrealistic surface pressure persistence in spring and weak persistence in winter (Figure 7g ). By contrast, the model's stratosphere shows fairly realistic persistence in the fall and spring associated with realistic temperature persistence. The persistence time scales of the cross correlations are realistic in CMAM HIGH (Figure 7h ). Shaw and Perlwitz [2010] relate aspects of the persistence biases in these models to the character of wave reflection in them. Beyond this, the diagnostics developed here suggest a direction for further analysis of these differences; for example, the springtime surface pressure persistence bias might reflect a problem related to tropospheric variability, since the stratospheric and cross-correlation time scales are reasonably well captured.
[30] Figure 8 shows the time scale decomposition for the SAM in the NCEP and ERA40 data. There are sizeable differences between the two products (although we have not determined the statistical significance of these differences), especially in their representation of the time scale of the temperature contribution y T . Unlike for the Northern Hemisphere, enhanced persistence in the troposphere is associated with contributions from both temperature fluctuations and surface pressure fluctuations. Akin to the model data for the Northern Hemisphere, CMAM data in the Southern Hemisphere shows unrealistically long persistence time scales starting from late winter and lasting throughout the spring (not shown, but documented by Shaw and Perlwitz [2010] ). For both models, t(y T ) and t(y p s ) are unrealistically long and contribute to the unrealistic persistence (not shown). The models' cross-correlation time scales contribute differently to the SH biases than the NH biases. The biases seen for the CMAM LOWERED model's cross-correlation persistence in the NH are reduced in the SH (Figure 9) . The CMAM LOWERED model does indicate too much persistence due to cross correlations during DJF, however, there is less persistence associated with them in October as compared to the reanalysis products. By contrast, the persistence from the cross-correlation terms in the CMAM HIGH model is too large throughout the winter, especially in November, as described for the temperature and surface pressure time scales of this model.
Conclusion
[31] We have developed an empirical method for decomposing annular mode (AM) variability into contributions from surface pressure and temperature variations and have shown that time scales of AM variability can be quantitatively attributed to surface pressure variations, temperature variations, and the coupling between them. The decomposition is based on a linearization of the hypsometric equation that holds to excellent approximation (Figures 1-3 ) and clarifies the separate contribution of stratospheric temperatures and surface pressures in stratosphere-troposphere coupling events. In these events, the surface pressure AM component dominates in the lower troposphere and the temperature AM component dominates in the upper troposphere and stratosphere (Figure 4) . The apparent rapid coupling between AM events from the lower stratosphere to the surface reflects the dominance of the surface pressure contributions relative to the temperature contributions to the geopotential anomalies. Furthermore, the temperature variability in the troposphere does not contribute strongly to the AM signatures of stratospheric events. Rather, the variability there is dominated by stratospheric temperature variations and as such reflects local variability (Figure 2 ). [32] The empirical decomposition we present also helps to attribute distinct sources of persistence of the AM in the stratosphere and troposphere. The enhancement of the AM time scale during the active vortex seasons is primarily linked to persistent temperature variations in the stratosphere and to persistent surface pressure fluctuations in the troposphere. But to explain the enhanced persistence of the AMs in the lower stratosphere/upper troposphere, weak but highly persistent cross correlations between these quantities need to be considered (Figures 6 and A1 ). These sources of persistence are represented distinctly in different models (Figures 7 and 9 ) and are not always consistent in the two reanalysis products used here, especially in the Southern Hemisphere (Figure 8) .
[33] Motivated by the Holton and Mass [1976] and Vallis et al. [2004] models of AM variability, our results suggest that surface pressure and stratospheric temperature are naturally separate dynamical variables that in the active seasons become weakly coupled in the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere. Our analysis quantifies the strength of that coupling during AM events and in AM time scales and highlights the control of different components of AM variability by different terms in the EP flux ( Figure 5 ). Furthermore, it shows that there might be different sources of AM time scale biases among climate models; these biases are in turn closely related to AM responses to climate change [e.g., Kidston and Gerber, 2010] . Based on the observed coupling between temperature and surface pressure in that region, we expect that cross correlations between zonal mean temperatures, surface pressure, and vertical and horizontal wave activity fluxes (eddy heat and momentum fluxes) will need to be accounted for in developing a theory for the AM time scales in the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere. The enhanced persistence in this region might represent an amplified feedback between zonal mean stratospheric flow and tropospheric synoptic eddy momentum fluxes, a coherence of the meridional and vertical EP fluxes for larger scale waves, or might reflect a direct driving of stratospheric wave fluxes on the surface pressure field [Song and Robinson, 2004; Thompson et al., 2006] . Perhaps this theory will be best expressed from a potential vorticity (PV) viewpoint describing the time evolution of eddy PV fluxes and their coupling to the zonal mean PV field [Robinson, 2000] . Investigating these ideas will be the subject of future work.
[37] For example, for Figure 6d , we carry out these calculations with f 1 = y T , and f 2 = y p s . For Figure 6f , we set r(y p s , y T ; 0) = 0 in the polynomial expression, recalculate, and subtract the result from the original NAM time scale in Figure 6a . To provide a sense of how close the correlation functions are to exponentials, we show NH correlation functions in Figure A1 based on 50 years of NCEP data. All curves shown are for 150 hPa. We choose this lower stratospheric pressure level as it is a region of strong stratospheretroposphere coupling. Even based on 50 years of data, the ACFs shown in the top plot are not perfectly exponential. Nonetheless the estimated time scale is a reasonably good approximation, as seen in Figures 6a, 6d , and 6e. The two cross-correlation functions are compared during stratospherically active and inactive seasons in Figure A1 (bottom). Note that while the cross-correlation time scales increase during the stratospherically active season similar to the ACF time scales, they are indistinguishable from zero during stratospherically inactive seasons. Furthermore, while their correlation peaks during mid winter at about 0.3, it has a very slow decay time, and as noted in section 3.2 serves to enhance persistence during the active seasons.
